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Capture more amazing pool moments 
with the ultimate Pentair cleaners.
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PROWLER® ROBOTIC CLEANERS. 
DELIVER THE TRANQUIL MOMENTS 
YOU TREASURE.
Relax. Spend more time enjoying your pool 
when you step up to the ultimate in 
cleaning convenience and effectiveness. 
Pentair Robotic Cleaners make it easier 
than ever to get a deep-scrub clean on 
your entire pool. 

Effortlessly Simple Operation
Prowler Robotic Cleaners are remarkably 
easy to use. Just plug one in and place  
it in your pool. They provide thorough 
cleaning coverage of your pool’s floor  
and walls, with high-speed rotary  
scrubbing action. And filter basket 
cleaning is quick and easy.

Save Energy and Reduce Equipment Wear
Powered independently by low-voltage 
electricity, robotic cleaners don’t rely on 
your pool pump or a booster pump, thus 
your energy costs are lower.



THERE’S MORE RELAXATION 
WAITING FOR EVERY POOL.
Capture more renewing, restful moments. From large, elaborate inground poolscapes to 
smaller aboveground pools and everywhere in between, Pentair Prowler Robotic Cleaners 
offer the cleaning performance to give you more time for relaxation and enjoyment.

PROWLER 917 Robotic Inground Pool Cleaner
Complete cleaning coverage and superior savings  
combine for more enjoyable pool moments

Total Deep Cleaning    
High-speed scrubbing brush and wall climber provide a 
top-to-bottom clean

Conveniently Programmable
Offers a built-in weekly timer

Cleans Multiple Surface Types
Effective on concrete, plaster, tile, vinyl and more

Hybrid Filtration     
2 panels cartridge/2 mesh

PROWLER 920 Robotic Inground Pool Cleaner
Gives inground pools deep scrubbing and programmable   
cleaning convenience

All-Surface Deep Cleaning
Powerful, high-speed scrubbing brush

Fast and Easy Debris Removal
Top-access filtration basket

Programmable Daily Cleaning Schedules
Built-in weekly timer

Select From Large- or Fine-Debris Filtration Cartridges
Dual-filtration options

PROWLER 930 Robotic Inground Pool Cleaner
The ultimate in pool cleaning convenience and control…  
right from your smartphone

Ultimate Control and Convenience
Bluetooth® wireless technology enabled smart device control

Captures Large and Ultra-Fine Debris
Dual-level filtration with top-access basket

Enables Mobility and Easy Storage
Convenient and robust caddy

Programmable Daily Cleaning Schedules
Built-in weekly timer with fast clean mode

PROWLER 910 Robotic Aboveground Pool Cleaner
High-speed scrubbing provides the ultimate deep clean  
for aboveground pools

Deep Cleans Pool Floor
Powerful, high-speed scrubbing brush

For Aboveground Pools
Durable 40 ft. power cord

Fast, Easy Debris Removal
Top-access filter basket
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Capture more amazing pool moments with 
the ultimate Pentair cleaners.

PROWLER®

Prowler Robotic Cleaners have earned 
the Eco Select® brand distinction as 
one of the greenest and most efficient 
choices from Pentair.

The TradeGrade family of 
products is exclusively made 
for and sold by the world’s most 
demanding pool professionals.

PROWLER 910 PROWLER  917 PROWLER 920 PROWLER 930

Powerful, high-speed scrubbing brush

For aboveground pools

Top-access filter basket

Programmable daily cleaning schedules

Dual-filtration options

Swivel 

Bluetooth® wireless technology

Robust Caddy

FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE THAT MAKE POOL CARE A BREEZE
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